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Material Characterization for Magnetic Soft Robots

Tomás da Veiga1, James H. Chandler1, Giovanni Pittiglio1, Peter Lloyd1, Mohammad Holdar2,

Onaizah Onaizah1, Ali Alazmani2, Pietro Valdastri1

Abstract— Magnetic soft robots are increasingly popular as
they provide many advantages such as miniaturization and
tetherless control that are ideal for applications inside the
human body or in previously inaccessible locations.

While non-magnetic elastomers have been extensively char-
acterized and modelled for optimizing the fabrication of soft
robots, a systematic material characterization of their magnetic
counterparts is still missing. In this paper, commonly employed
magnetic materials made out of Ecoflex™ 00-30 and Dragon
Skin™ 10 with different concentrations of NdFeB micropar-
ticles were mechanically and magnetically characterized. The
magnetic materials were evaluated under uniaxial tensile testing
and their behavior analyzed through linear and hyperelastic
model comparison. To determine the corresponding magnetic
properties, we present a method to determine the magneti-
zation vector, and magnetic remanence, by means of a force
and torque load cell and large reference permanent magnet;
demonstrating a high level of accuracy. Furthermore, we study
the influence of varied magnitude impulse magnetizing fields
on the resultant magnetizations. In combination, by applying
improved, material-specific mechanical and magnetic properties
to a 2-segment discrete magnetic robot, we show the potential
to reduce simulation errors from 8.5% to 5.4%.

Index Terms— Soft Robot Materials and Design; Modeling,
Control, and Learning for Soft Robots; Surgical Robotics:
Steerable Catheters/Needles

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of soft robots has drawn considerable attention

over the past years, due to the wide range of potential

applications enabled through the controlled use of highly

compliant materials; several examples have been reported

from minimally invasive surgical procedures to common

grippers [1]–[3]. Recently, the specific use of magnetic actu-

ation in soft robots has allowed new possibilities given their

advantages such as miniaturization and untethered control.

From flexible soft catheters [4]–[7] to micro-robots with a

wide range of locomotion capabilities [8]–[10], soft magnetic

robots have gained increased attention from the robotics

research community [11].

Mainly two types of magnetic soft robots have been

reported [12]: those with embedded magnets within the

elastomeric matrix [4], [13], [14], and those which make use

of magnetic responsive elastomers (MRE) [5], [6], [8]–[10].

MRE are commonly achieved by mixing magnetic nano-

or micro-particles within the elastomeric matrix and, hence,

combine the elastic properties of the elastomer matrix with
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the magnetic properties of the particles [15], [16]. Embed-

ding a magnetic moment is achieved via applying a strong

magnetizing field, either through an impulse magnetizer [5],

[17], [18] or a permanent magnet (PM) set up [10]. Impulse

magnetizers offer advantages to the robotics community such

as readiness, off-the-shelf and instant magnetization, over

PM set-ups which cannot be switched off. Nonetheless, the

resulting magnetization from impulse magnetizers obey the

skin effect, in which its value decreases in depth from the

objects surface inwards [19].

To achieve precise modeling, actuation and control, soft

robots rely on accurate material characterizations. Consid-

erable efforts have been made to mechanically character-

ize frequently employed non-magnetic elastomers [20]–[22].

However, characterization of MRE is often restricted to their

microstructure and particle behaviour [23]–[25], or to their

magnetorheological properties [26], [27]; which fails to pro-

vide macro-level properties of interest from a robotics point

of view [16]. Furthermore, these tend to pertain to elastomers

and magnetic particles that are not common within the soft

robotics community due to either higher stiffness or softer

magnetic properties.

Several methods for determining materials’ magnetic prop-

erties have been proposed and can be broadly classified into

torque and force measurements (such as Torquemeter [28]

and Faraday balance [29]); magnetometric measurements

(Hall probe [30], [31]); inductive measurements (vibrating

sample magnetometer (VSM) [18]); and magneto-optical

(e.g. MagView (Matesy GmbH, Germany)) [10], [32], [33].

These techniques can be used to determine different material

aspects, and overall are able to provide an exhaustive and

highly accurate analysis. However, they come with their

own limitations. Torque measurements are often restricted

to spherical shaped samples. Magnetometric and inductive

measurements, despite allowing sample shape freedom, re-

quire small and short samples [32]. Furthermore, static induc-

tive measurements are only capable of performing relative

measurements requiring a well-defined reference. Magneto-

optical measurements are limited to surface properties, being

unable to provide a characterization for the whole sample

directly [34]. The requirement of specific sample designs and

sizes, as well as limited access to such equipment, often leads

to robotic applications using properties based either on the

manufacturer’s data or models applied to raw materials [5],

[9].

To address this, we provide a material characterization of

MRE commonly employed in soft robots [5], [18], from

mechanical and magnetic perspectives. Two different elas-



tomeric matrices with increasing concentrations of magnetic

filler are characterized. For mechanical characterization we

consider a tensile analysis of these different MRE and the

suitability of linear elastic and commonly employed hypere-

lastic models to represent their behavior. For magnetic char-

acterization we present an easily implemented, cost-effective

method for determining the magnetic moment of MRE

samples. The method uses a load cell for measurements,

not needing expensive single purposed magnetic specific

equipment, and was used to study the influence of particle

concentration, impulse magnetizing fields, and MRE stiffness

on the resulting MRE magnetic moment. The results were

then applied on two types of soft magnetic continuum robots

to demonstrate the influence of robot-specific mechanical and

magnetic characterization on simulation results.

II. FABRICATION OF MAGNETIC SOFT MATERIAL

In the present study, we consider the elastomers Ecoflex™

00-30 (Smooth-On, Inc., U.S.A.) and Dragon Skin™ 10

(Smooth-On, Inc., U.S.A.), with all samples fabricated via

molding techniques. To fabricate samples, the two-part elas-

tomer was mixed in equal weights, followed by addition of

the corresponding weight of hard magnetic micro-particles

(NdFeB with an average 5 µm diameter and intrinsic coer-

civity of Hci = 9.65 kOe, MQFP-B+, Magnequench GmnH,

Germany). The mixture was then placed in a high vacuum-

mixer (ARV-310, THINKYMIXER, Japan) for 90 seconds

at a speed of 1400 rpm and pressure of 20.0 kPa and

injected into the desired molds. Samples for the mechanical

characterization were molded into dumbbell shape (type 2

on ISO 37:2917 [35]), whereas samples for the magneti-

zation test were molded into cuboid shape of dimensions

7.5 × 7.5 × 4.0 mm. The MRE were left to fully cure at

room temperature before demolding. The samples for mag-

netic characterization were magnetized after curing under a

magnetizing field Bm of 2.7 T or 5.0 T using an impulse

magnetizer (IM-10-30, ASC Scientific, U.S.A.).

NdFeB concentrations were increased in 50% by weight

increments up to the maximum supported by the elastomer

matrix as listed in Table I. Concentrations above those listed

prohibited curing as thus were not considered in the study.

TABLE I

SAMPLES FABRICATED FOR CHARACTERIZATION.

Elastomer Con. (wt%)

Ecoflex™ 00-30

0

50

100

150

Dragon Skin™ 10

0

50

100

III. MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION

Destructive uniaxial tensile testing was applied to the

different MRE samples. Their stress-strain responses were

evaluated using a linear model, as well as commonly em-

ployed hyperelastic models.

A. Methods

The tensile test conditions were in accordance with ISO

37:2017 [35], using an Instron 5943 machine associated

with a video-extensometer to record the elongation of the

specimen. The markers for the video-extensometer were

placed at 8 mm from the centre line of the specimen, and

the pressure on the grippers was 20 psi. The experiments

were run with a velocity of 500 mm/min until rupture. Five

specimens for each type of MRE were tested.

The response of each MRE was evaluated by fitting a lin-

ear elastic model at 100% strain for all samples and retrieving

the corresponding Young’s modulus. Additionally, to under-

stand the best modeling practices for MRE, a linear elastic

model, and the hyperelastic models Mooney-Rivlin [37],

Neo-Hookean [38], Ogden with three coefficients [39], Poly-

nomial with 5 coefficients [40], and Yeoh [41] were fit-

ted to the whole strain range of the obtained stress-strain

curves. This was performed using a nonlinear least-squares

solver from MATLAB (lsqnonlin function, MathWorks®

Inc., U.S.A.).

B. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the stress-strain curves obtained for the

different MRE, as well as the linear fits up to 100% strain.

Table II lists the values of Young’s modulus at 100% strain,

as well as the mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE)

of the linear and hyperelastic models for the whole strain

range. Fig. 2 shows the fittings for the linear and hyperelastic

models for the whole strain range for a sample of Ecoflex™

00-30 and a sample of Dragon Skin™ 10 at 0 wt% NdFeB.

For both MRE, an increase in concentration of NdFeB

microparticles increases the measured stress for a given

strain, representing a stiffening of the composites. In fact, a

concentration of only 50 wt% NdFeB results in an increase of

the Young’s modulus by approximately 70% for both MRE.

Ecoflex™ 00-30 allows high concentrations of NdFeB up to

its maximum of 150 wt%. However, the rate of increase of

the Young’s modulus decreases as the concentration goes up.

In fact, from 100 wt% to 150 wt%, an increase of only 26%

is evident. Conversely, Dragon Skin™ 10 can only withstand

a maximum concentration of 100 wt%. Nonetheless, only a

small increase in stiffness exists when compared to a con-

centration of 50 wt%. This could have certain advantages as

it would lead to higher magnetic volume while maintaining

the mechanical properties of lower concentrations.

The addition of NdFeB microparticles also translates to

a loss of hyperelasticity. This can be easily observed in the

stress-strain curves in Fig. 1; as well as the lower fitting

errors for the linear model as the concentration increases in

Table II. This loss of hyperelasticity is most significant for

larger strains, where MRE with higher concentrations start to



TABLE II

RESULTS OF MODEL FITTING TO MRE TENSILE TEST DATA: SHOWING THE VALUES OF YOUNG’S MODULUS (E) FOR FITTING UP TO 100% STRAIN,

AND THE MEAN ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE ERROR (MAPE) FOR ALL FITTED MODELS.

Linear model Hyperelastic models

100% strain Full strain Neo-Hookean Mooney-Rivlin Yeoh Ogden Polynomial

Elastomer Con. (wt%) E [kPa] MAPE [%] MAPE [%] MAPE [%] MAPE [%] MAPE [%] MAPE [%] MAPE [%]

Ecoflex™ 00-30

0 42.7 ± 3.9 28.7 98.0 23.0 12.2 13.2 4.8 6.5

50 73.2 ± 10.2 22.9 66.8 17.2 19.7 14.9 7.1 5.0

100 102.1 ± 7.3 17.8 15.2 18.3 10.0 11.3 4.0 5.3

150 128.2 ± 4.6 24.6 21.6 14.5 16.2 13.6 6.5 4.9

Dragon Skin™ 10

0 201.1 ± 12.0 13.6 33.0 11.3 18.9 16.0 3.6 2.1

50 343.2 ± 9.1 10.0 9.7 20.6 13.2 9.4 3.4 1.6

100 360.1 ± 10.9 9.9 9.2 19.4 9.2 8.5 3.3 1.3
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Fig. 1. Stress-Strain curves under uniaxial tensile test for (a) Ecoflex™
00-30 and (b) Dragon Skin™ 10 with increasing concentration of NdFeB
microparticles. The shaded regions define the range of values obtained for
each strain across five specimens, and the full lines the values for a single
sample as an example. Additionally, the dashed lines represent the fitted
linear model up to 100% strain.

behave linearly. Despite this, fitting errors for linear models

are still higher when compared to non-linear models. Gener-

ally, the Ogden model with 3 coefficients and the Polynomial

with 5 coefficients exhibit the best results with the lowest

fitting errors, while the Neo-Hookean and the Mooney-

Rivlin models present the highest error values. Hyperelastic

models show applicability to MRE, consistently providing

more accurate predictions over corresponding linear models.

Still, it is expected that at the maximum limit of magnetic

content, the loss of accuracy using linear models will not be

as significant as for lower concentrations.
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Fig. 2. (a) Ecoflex™ 00-30 at 0 wt% NdFeB and (b) Dragon Skin ™ 10
at 0 wt% NdFeB fitted with a linear elastic model and different hyperelastic
models for the whole strain range.

IV. MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION

To magnetically characterize the different MRE, the sam-

ples were placed under an external magnetic field and field

gradient, and the generated forces and torques measured.

This is akin to magnetically actuated soft robotic applica-

tions, where actuation and control rely on the forces and

torques exerted on the robot by the external magnetic field

and field gradient. By measuring the forces and torques

experienced by the samples, their magnetic properties can

be determined. This method was first validated on small

PMs, and then used to examine the influence of particle

concentration, impulse magnetizing field intensity, and MRE

stiffness on the resulting MRE’s magnetization.
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Fig. 3. Geometrical definition of variables. G denotes the global reference
frame, while S the sample’s frame.

A. Methods

1) Theoretical Background:

The magnetic force F and torque τ exerted on an object with

magnetic moment m can be described by (1) and (2)

F = (m · ∇)Be (1)

τ = m×Be (2)

where Be denotes the external magnetic field vector. In this

work, Be is generated by an axially magnetized cylindrical

PM and is described by the following multipole expansion

model in spherical coordinates [42]:

Be(p) =
µ0

4π

‖m‖

V

∑

n odd

(

L
2

)n+2

‖p‖
n+2

(

(n + 1)Dnr̂ −
dDn

dθ
θ̂

)

(3)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of a vacuum, ‖m‖
is the Euclidean norm of the PM’s dipole moment, V the

magnet’s volume, L the magnet’s length, p the vector from

the centre of the PM to the point of interest in space, and

Dn the following equation (4).

Dn(n, β) =


















2

1
∫

1√
1+β2

2π
∫

0

Pn(p̂ · ρ̂
′)

xn+3
dφ′dx, if n is odd

0, if n is even

(4)

where β represents the cylinder’s diameter-to-length aspect

ratio, and Pn(·) the Legendre polynomial of order n [42].

Referring to Fig. 3, primed variables are defined relative

to the PM for integration and all non-primed variables are

defined relative to a global frame where the point of interest

is defined [42].

The dipole model, which consists of the first non-zero

term (i.e. n = 1) of the previous multipole expansion model

(3), is a simplifying assumption that generally yields good

results for small enough samples or large enough magnet-

to-magnet distances [42]. This is normally the case for

situations in magnetic control or localization algorithms [43],

[44]. However, for the current application where maximum

accuracy is desired, the multipole expansion model with

Linear motor

Permanent magnet
Sample

Load cell

ample holder

Fig. 4. Setup for the magnetic characterization of MRE.

a higher number of terms provides more accurate results.

Therefore, the external field was computed using the first

nine non-zero terms of the multipole expansion (i.e. n = 17);

which have been reported to provide an error lower than

2% for distances greater than 1.5 minimum-bounding-sphere

radii for axially magnetized cylindrical PMs with β = 1 [42].

Furthermore, Be is a static magnetic field obeying

Maxwell’s equations (5) and (6).

∇ · Be = 0 (5)

∇× Be = µ0J (6)

where J represents the current-density vector field, which is

zero. Therefore, (1) and (2) can be rewritten as




F

τ



 =





∇Be

−Be×



m (7)

where (·)× represents the skew operator.

Given its size, and keeping its distance from the PM large

enough, the sample can be represented by a magnetic dipole.

By measuring the forces and torques exerted on it, one can

determine its magnetic moment using (7). Its magnetization

ma, or magnetic remanence Br, can then be determined via

ma =
‖m‖

V
(8)

Br =
‖m‖µ0

V
(9)

2) Test rig:

The test rig can be seen in Fig. 4. It is composed of a

static cylindrical N52 PM (length and diameter of 101.6 mm,

axially magnetized, Br of 1.48 T) to generate the external

magnetic field and gradient. The MRE sample is attached to

a 6-axis load cell (Nano17 Titanium, ATI, U.S.A.), which is

mounted on a motorized linear stage (NRT150/M, Thorlabs,

Inc., U.S.A.). The presence of the linear motor allows the

collection of data across different values of p. The PM

and the motorized stage were placed orthogonally with their

centres aligned, so that the magnetic sample moves to and

from the centre of the PM along the Z axis in the global

coordinate frame.

For each sample, the values of force and torque were mea-

sured across 16 discrete distances, from 16 to 31 cm, centre

to centre, spaced 1 cm apart. To remove noisy measurements,
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Fig. 5. (a) Force and (b) Torque measurements for a 6.35 mm cubic N52
magnet as a sample, and modelled values from fitting. MAPE 2.6%.

the difference between each two positions was averaged for

each axis of the measured F and τ . In case an axis’ average

was below a third of the maximum average recorded, the

axis was zeroed. The test was repeated three times from

each sample and the average and standard deviation across

repetitions computed. Points with standard deviation over

a third the average force or torque were excluded. The

remaining averaged data was then fitted to (7) in order to

determine the values of m, using a non-linear least squares

method (lsqnonlin function, MATLAB, MathWorks® Inc.,

U.S.A.).

B. Validation

The characterization approach was validated using two small

PMs as samples varying in shape and size, a cubic N52

NdFeB PM of 6.35 mm length (B444-N52, K&J Magnetics

Inc, U.S.A.), and a cylindrical N52 NdFeB of 3.18 mm

diameter and length (D22-N52, K&J Magnetics Inc, U.S.A.).

Their magnetizations were aligned with the Z axis of the

global coordinate frame. Fig. 5 depicts the measured values

of force and torque, against the fitted results for the cubic

sample. As it can be seen, only the expected components of

force and torque were activated and the measurements have

very low deviation across repetitions. The Br obtained was

of 1.44 T, falling within the range expected for N52 magnets

(K&J Magnetics, Inc., U.S.A.).

The current configuration works well for high rema-

nence/large samples, such as the tested cubic PM. However,

for samples with lower values, the resolution of the load cell

will restrict the accuracy of the measurement. Nevertheless,

one of its advantages is its flexibility to conform to specific

user or equipment requirements. By varying sample size; PM

size and grade; distance and relative position between PM

and sample; and load cell’s sensitivity, one can tailor the

platform to the desired application and samples to measure.

For this specific case, force data is prone to have lower

signal-to-noise ratio due to the load cell’s lower force reso-

lution when compared to torque. For that reason, only torque

values can be considered in order to obtain an accurate

measurement. Due to the current and fixed relative position

and orientation between the PM and the sample, using only

torque values hinders the possibility of obtaining the full

magnetization vector. Therefore, two sample orientations

were measured so that the full magnetization vector could

be computed, according to (10),

Gτ = G (−B×)
GRS

Sm (10)

where G(·) denotes representation on the global reference

frame, and S(·) on the sample’s reference frame, GRS de-

notes the rotation matrix between the sample’s and global ref-

erence frames. The second orientation used was 90◦ around

the sample’s y axis with respect to the first orientation. The

corresponding results for the cubic and cylindrical validation

PMs can be seen in Fig. 6, with remanence values of 1.46 T

and 1.44 T respectively. As it can be seen, even though

the torque values for the cylindrical PM are much lower,

the method still gives an accurate reading of its magnetic

remanence.

C. Results

1) Effect of particle concentration on MRE:

Fig. 7 depicts the values of ma obtained for the tested MRE

samples. As expected, the higher the magnetic content, the

higher the value of ma obtained. This increase of ma with

concentration is not linear as it gradually slows down as

the concentration increases. In fact, for samples magnetized

under Bm = 2.7 T, the ratio of remanence-to-concentration

between 50 wt% and 100 wt% is of 0.136 T/wt%, decreasing

to 0.096 T/wt% between 100 wt% and 150 wt%.

2) Effect of impulse magnetizing field intensity on MRE:

Different values of Bm gave rise to different values of ma,

even though both Bm were over the particles’ intrinsic coer-

civity. This verifies the limitation that impulse magnetizing

fields have in which the depth of penetration depends on

the sample’s shape and size, obeying the skin effect [19].

Therefore, even though the magnitude of Bm is more than

double the intrinsic coercivity of the samples when equal to

2.7 T, it is not enough to fully magnetize the sample.

3) Effect of stiffness on MRE:

As seen in Fig. 7, no significant difference was found

between Ecoflex™ 00-30 and Dragon Skin™ 10 samples.

This indicates that these matrices do not affect the magnetic

properties of the final MRE when submitted to a single

magnetizing field. However, it has been shown that the first

magnetization loop of MRE differs from the following one

due to possible restructuring of the particles and elastomeric

matrix, depending on the matrix’s stiffness [25].

To further study this effect, samples of Ecoflex™ 00-30

and Dragon Skin™ 10 loaded at 100 wt% were submitted to

two consecutive perpendicular magnetizing fields with the

same previous intensities. Table III lists the average mag-

netization vector deviation angle with respect to the original

direction. For lower impulse magnetizing fields, the resulting

magnetization direction was not aligned with the magnetizing

field, but at offset dependent on the MRE stiffness. The stiffer

the MRE the higher the shift. When Bm = 5 T, the shift
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TABLE III

MAGNETIZATION VECTOR ANGLE DEVIATIONS AFTER

RE-MAGNETIZATION AT A 90◦ ANGLE.

Elastomer Con. (wt%) Bm = 2.7 T Bm = 5 T

Ecoflex ™ 00-30 100 55 ±1
◦ 90 ±1◦

Dragon Skin™ 10 100 61 ±1
◦ 90 ±2◦

in magnetization is complete at an average of 90◦ for all

elastomers, indicating that high impulse magnetizing fields

are able to overcome any restructuring of softer matrices and

particle movement and fully re-magnetize the composite.

V. VALIDATION

To validate the characterization results, soft magnetic con-

tinuum robots were fabricated and actuated under a uniform

external magnetic field. Two types of robots were studied,

covering the designs showcased in the literature: fully soft

magnetic robots [6] and fully soft robots with magnetic and

non-magnetic regions [5]. Their behavior was then compared

to the corresponding 2D finite element models (FEM) either

assuming the theoretical properties or our corrected values.

Both the fabrication methods and FEM have been previously

described in [5].

Fig. 8 shows the results obtained for the fully soft mag-

netic continuum robot. The robot, which is 37 mm long and

5 mm in diameter, consists of Ecoflex™ 00-30 loaded at

100 wt% NdFeB, axially magnetized under the both previous

Bm values (2.7 T and 5 T). Fig. 8(b) shows the experimental

deflections obtained for both magnetizing fields. As it can be

seen, the robot magnetized under 5 T exhibits a slightly larger

deflection. Given that both Bm values are over the particles’

intrinsic coercivity value, the theoretical magnetic remanence

does not distinguish the two; assuming a value of 107 mT

for both cases. Furthermore, the material is modelled linearly

with a Young’s modulus of 69 kPa, as per its datasheet.

On the contrary, our corrected values are able to distinguish

between the two different Bm, as well as provide a more

accurate value of Young’s modulus. This difference is enough

to achieve deflections closer to the real-life results, lowering

MAPE errors from 9.9% to 7.5% for Bm = 2.7 T, and

11.5% to 5.6% when Bm = 5 T. The remaining error can be

further reduced by studying how the mechanical properties

of the MRE change when under actuation, as well as using

application specific values.

The results achieved for the fully soft discrete magnetic

continuum robot are presented in Fig. 9. The robot is 40 mm

long, and 3 mm in diameter. It is made of Ecoflex™

00-30, consisting of plain sections alternated with axially

magnetized 150 wt% NdFeB sections. The robot was mag-

netized under 5 T to achieve maximum magnetization. In this

case, theoretical values are blind to mechanical differences

between sections, assuming a constant Young’s modulus of

69 kPa for the whole length of the robot. The corrected

model, on the other hand, is able to provide a responsive

value of Young’s modulus with increasing concentration

of NdFeB, as well as a more accurate value of magnetic

remanence, lowering the MAPE error from 8.5% to 5.4%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a material characterization for

magnetic elastomers commonly employed in soft robots that
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Simulation results considering our correct model and the theoretical model.

is able to reduce errors in their modeling and simulation.

Tensile testing and a hyperelasticity analysis of Ecoflex™

00-30 and Dragon Skin™ 10 showed that an increase in

concentration of NdFeB content, in addition to stiffening

the MRE, translates into a loss of hyperelasticity. Even so,

for the majority of the cases, hyperelastic models are still

able to predict the materials’ behavior more accurately than

linear models, especially hyperelastic models Ogden and

Polynomial.

To magnetically characterize the MRE, we propose a

method based on a 6 degree of freedom load cell that

measures the forces and torques exerted on the sample

by an external PM. One can finely tune parameters (for

example the PM specifications, its distance and relative

orientation to the sample, load cell’s accuracy, and samples’

physical size and remanence) to achieve optimal results.

For example, smaller distances require less sensitive load

cells and allow smaller and weaker samples, however, errors

associated with the dipole assumption will increase. Larger

distances, on the other hand, decrease errors from the dipole

model assumption but require larger and stronger samples,

and highly sensitive load cells in order to guarantee an

acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally, the load cell

needs to be calibrated in an external-magnetic-field-free

environment before each measurement, and have minimum

magnetic interferences during measurements to maximize

measurement quality. The method was validated using PMs

of different sizes and shapes as samples, and shown to be

able to determine their magnetization vector and remanence

accurately. The method was used to characterize MRE and

study the effect of particle concentration, intensity of impulse

magnetizing field, and elastomer stiffness on the resultant

MRE magnetic properties. Higher magnetic content leads

to higher magnetization non-linearly, as it slows down with

concentration. Furthermore, unlike impulse fields 5.2 times

the MRE intrinsic coercivity value, impulse fields 2.8 times

were not able to fully magnetize the samples, reflecting the

dependency on skin effect’s. Matrix stiffness was shown to

have an effect on the resulting magnetization direction when

subjected to multiple magnetization cycles. Nevertheless, this

effect is only present in lower magnetizing impulse fields.

As these factors (elasticity, magnetization value and his-

tory, and concentration of magnetic content) all influence the

properties of the soft robot in interconnected and non-linear

ways, having a practical method to characterize properties

provides a useful tool in improved design, modeling, and

simulation of magnetic soft robots. As such, these findings

were subsequently validated on two types of fully soft mag-

netic continuum robots and shown to reduce modeling errors

on average by 37% when compared to using theoretical

parameters normally provided by manufacturers or param-

eters from raw data. This reduction can be further increased

by utilizing application strain specific mechanical properties

and models, testing how the mechanical properties of the

MRE change when under actuation, and more repeatable and

accurate soft robot fabrication methods.
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